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uk/Software/GroupMan/Info. Official Site and Download: https://www. com/product/specops-gpupdate/ ADModify. lepide. aspxA sibling
program to the ADAudit Plus, ADManager is a program more focused on performing management activities rather than just auditing
permissions and security. co. Download and Information: https://www. il/files/folders/guyt/entry40811. The main difference between the two
versions of AD Tidy is that the standard edition includes a server side service that lets you automate the process of locating and cleaning up
inactive accounts (along with a command line version for you to use in your own scripts or scheduled tasks), but the free edition can still be
very useful and save a huge amount of time as it still includes powerful filtering capabilities and a large number of actions that can be
performed on any accounts that matched your filter. . Published: October 8, 2013 Erik BlumEvery windows admin is faced with Users and
Computers clean up. aspx?id=30005A simple program that helps to perform security audit and compare to various security standards. aspx
AD Explorer is an Advanced Viewer for searching, editing and viewing Active Directory objects and properties quickly and easily without
having to drill down into each object individually. Task is not so complicated but it takes some time if done manually. So if you have
unnecessary users / computers you may be overpaying for your maintenance agreement. com/en-us/sysinternals/downloads/adexplorer
ADMX Migrator is a Easy to Use GUI that comes in the form of a MMC Snap-in for converting your existing GPO ADM templates to the
new ADMX file format. You can also search individual login times and dates by searching any column for specific information. Official Site
and Download: http://www. com/lepideauditor/freeware. com/adreportslite. com/A simple tool which simply performs queries using LDAP
notation. microsoft. If employees are not with the company, active user accounts can be exploited and provide a security risk. But with so
much power and flexibility comes a lot of need for know how and a lot of room for things to go wrong. htmA simple program that presents a
range of policy and group information in a straightforward and actionable format. com/en-us/download/details. Official Site and Download:
http://www. This program brings automation to permission analysis and reporting to one central location and assists with compliance and
intrusion detection, as well verifying that all permissions are tight and minimizing excessive permissions for unauthorized users. com/en-
us/sysinternals/downloads/adrestore GUI Edition: Information: https://dani3lr. NET allows you to bulk modify multiple user Attributes at the



same time. manageengine. Official Site and Download: https://www. Features include Scheduling scripts to run at certain times and how often
to run as well as web-based Reporting of feedback from scripts that have run. com/freetools/last-logon-reporter. Official Site and Download:
http://www. This tool is great for scanning your network infrastructure and pinpointing issues that could cause your AD from functioning
correctly. Download and Information: http://blogs. dell. cjwdev. That's why having a range of tools in your proverbial toolbox will help avoid
those issues while still letting you take full example of all the muscle that AD has to offer! Many of them are totally free or at least have a
free trial so you can check out how they can make your AD managing life much easier. microsoft. microsoft. frli. Also by clicking on the
object with right mouse button, you can action on the object, you can: delete, disable, move, remove from group / groups, set password,
expiry date… What is also good is that you choose which columns it will show, for example, last logon DC, Last logon date, parent
container… Thinking about it now, it may not make sense, but usually when you work on a clean up you come up with some conditions and
it’s good to know that AD Tidy has your back. htmlDon't let the name of this one fool you – it does far more than give you bulk control over
passwords! This program is an excellent GUI-driven program which provides a range of bulk capability; resets, force changes, generate new
passwords, CSV export, enable/disable/lock accounts, move containers, and more. com/en-us/sysinternals/adexplorer.
com/active_directory_recovery_software. Official Site and Download: https://www. gourami. aspx?id=18465Part of Microsoft's awesome
suite of tools Sysinternals, the AD Explorer provides a handful of powerful functions. htmlThis is basically a handy bunch of commands and
functions that can be brought into PowerGUI, which most anyone utilizing a decent amount of Power Shell will be familiar with! The focus
here is around the ability to list and restore deleted objects and the ability to sort, filter, and arrange objects such that you can restore what
you need, no matter how much or little that is!Download and Information: http://poshoholic. html Ad Query is a Free executable tool (no
install required) that can be used to easily and quickly search Active Directory for information regarding a User or Computer for specific
information. com/products/gpoadmin/Provisioning and creating accounts can be something of a hassle, and replication is an ongoing and ever
present issue when dealing with AD, especially in large environments. manageengine. The most noteworthy strength here is the format the
results are pulled up in! The results are intuitively laid out and color coded so it's far easier to read than most tools to just spew out lines upon
lines of poorly formatted text which can be hard to parse. Download and Information: http://www. htmlA simple program which helps to tidy
up accounts which may be unused or are just wasting space or in some other way inefficient. com/adreportslite. maxpowersoft. co. htmlAn
awesome and straightforward tool that allows for simple ADMX template creation by means of a handy little GUI-driven program.
Solarwinds Permissions Analyzer for Active Directory ManageEngine ADManager Plus MaxPowerSoft Active Directory Reports Lite
CJWDev AD Tidy Specops Software Gpupdate Codeplex ADModify. . htmlAnother program that performs queries, queries, and only
queries! But that's not a bad thing at all, far from it. Official Site and Download: https://specopssoft. microsoft. If you are doing a check up
manually, you would ping every computer and see it’s turned on, or if has IP assigned to it. This tool helps you pinpoint with domain
controller has errors and which ones are not replicating correctly. Another reason which applies to both, users and computers is: If you have
un-active computers and users present in Active Directory you may be using unnecessary licences. You can check entire domain or you can
check OU only, you can search for Users or Computers. com/Another program made by Softerra, this particular program gives you a wider
range of access than would normally be available via AD. phpIt doesn't get much simpler or more obvious than this one! It's exactly what it
sounds like – a program that scans your AD environment and creates a Rolodex of sorts of the individuals in the AD, making it delightfully
searchable and easy to find an individual, number, address, etc. centrel-solutions. This is done through audits and alerting of AD
configuration and changes in Real-time so you know exactly what is changing and how it effects your compliance and whether your at risk or
not. microsoft. It's a powerful feature with a lot of depth and it's great that AD has the ability to work with it, but handling it can be a rather
fickle process to say the least. aspx Bulk Image Editor gives you the flexibility of uploading and managing images for Active Directory
“thumbnailPhoto” and “jpegPhoto” attributes on the fly – and FREE! You can also display images from all accounts, export existing images,
upload images in bulk using the SAM or common name of accounts as well. com/products/ad-manager/ MaxPowerSofts' Free offering allows
you to load up to 200 objects from Active Directory, along with User Reports, Group and OU Reports, Computer Reports and GPO reports
from within their program. html Extracting Last Login information for Active Directory Users is Easier than ever with Lepide's Last Login
Report tool – you can easily display information about users and their last Login time in bulk and export if necessary to CSV or HTML
format for further processing. Also, you can see the breakdown of inherited permissions of each user by their group membership. html
AdRestore. Latest posts by Guest Author (see all) Submitted by Chris Wright - Website: Cjwdev The first version of AD Tidy was released a
couple of years ago, and was a small simple GUI tool designed to help you locate and clean up inactive user and computer accounts in your
AD domain. Using Power Shell those who are more familiar with the class command prompt type interface, or perhaps even back from the
DOS days, can navigate and handle AD as if it were just another mounted drive or directory. com/active_directory_auditing. php AD Tidy
helps your search and find Inactive Users from ADUC as well as Dormant and Inactive Computer Accounts as well to minimize any possibly
security issues. microsoft. We've gone through this list and will update it as more tools become available or become obsolete, as not every
software manufacturer updates their tools for the latest version of Active Directory (2003, 2012 & 2016). netwrix.
com/Software/ADTidy/Info. cjwdev. It also has functionality for making a range of small changes to the accounts as well, so it's a bit more
flexible than just finding and removing old accounts!Download and Information: http://www. aspx?id=13380This software allows you to List
all the users and relevant groups in a specified domain or sub-tree of OU and then provide information on the permissions of each result
within. com/free-tools/permissions-analyzer-for-active-directory Admanager Plus gives you the ability to manage AD Objects, users, Groups
and much more from a Centralized GUI, along with options of generating extensive reports of Active Directory. It can provide automation,
delegation, reporting, bulk changes and simple workflow and numerous other configurations, all from a simple web-based interface.
solarwinds. Download and Information: http://www. Official Site and Download: http://www. Download and Information: https://www.
lepide. com/Software/ADPhotoEdit/Info. You can additionally filter down certain objects or permissions you would like to analyze to get an
understanding of their permission levels. You could just use this as a reporting tool to show you an accurate last logon time for various
accounts, as it can calculate last logon time either by using the lastLogonTimeStamp attribute (which is fast as it only requires contacting a
single DC, but is only replicated every 14 days) or by using the lastLogon attribute (which is not replicated, so AD Tidy will contact every
DC and show you the most recent value). Extremely useful in helping to really get a grasp on how things are laid out, and make sure nothing
is laid out wrong!Download and Information: http://www. Some programs are licensed on AD users or computer count. netwrix. html
SpecOps GPUPDATE software gives you the power to remotely administer a Single Computer or Multiple Computer accounts from Active
Directory. Download and Information: https://www. Official Site and Download: https://www. Official Site and Download: https://www.
microsoft. This was all done through the command-line, until recently Guy Teverovsky created a GUI version of the program for those not
comfortable or familiar with the command-line version. cjwdev. If you want to write a guest post on 4sysops contact us.
uk/Software/MSAGUI/Info. com website is dedicated to IT Professionals. NET GUI Version Microsoft Active Directory Explorer Microsoft
ADMX Migrator BeyondTrust Privilege Explorer Netwrix Account Lockout Examiner NetWrix Inactive and Stale Users Finder Microsoft
ADREPLSTATUS Tool Cjwdev AD Permissions Reporter WiseSoft Bulk Password Control Lepide Active Directory Bulk Image Editor
Lepide Last Login Report Lepide Active Directory Query Solarwinds offers a Truly Free Active Directory Users and Computers permissions



analyzer, allowing you to browse and identify with groups and users have which permissions. com/Software/ADReportingTool/Info. htmlThis
Tool provides Querying and searching information with an above-average search Function in regards to AD reporting and while it does come
with a bunch of predefined searchable queries it also allows some flexibility as you go, making it an excellent choice for digging out the hard
to find bits of information that other tools won't provide you with. AD Titdy can be used to identify when user/computer accounts last logged
on to the network and can tidy up these accounts in various different ways. Did I mention that app is free? Well, it’s free, but they are have a
commercial version with more features. It doesn't have a great deal of functionality beyond just keeping an eye on things, but when added to
a number of other tools that in and of itself can be crucial! It simply displays a range of statistics on your AD status in a simple to use and
simple to access web interface, making it nice and portable for when you need a glimpse of things. Official Site and Download: https://www.
Below is a List of Tools they offer and what they do. beyondtrust. This includes restoring objects from Users, Attributes, OUs, Computers,
Subnets, Group Policy Objects, and more. com/freetools/active-directory-query. Note: This list wont contain all of the AD tools available, but
we'll keep it as Updated as Possible and add software as they Become available. Solarwinds has created a Large Toolset of more than 20
Tools for Network Admins and Engineers by releasing tons of Free tools for managing your Active Network and any miscellaneous tasks you
are doing. com/xiaautomationThis particular program is another one with relatively narrow scope in terms of what it can do, but it does what
it does so well that it bears mentioning! The program is all about searching, but the flexibility of how and what it can search, especially
combined with some clever scripting, can really be impressive. Official Site and Download: https://www. You can download fine utility from
HERE. Official Site and Download: https://www. This utility cuts out the need to run 3 separate commands via Powershell and helps you
create/delete new and Old Managed Service accounts with the click of a button. com/sysadmin PowerBroker is an all encompassing tool for
Active Directory that allows admins and organizations to keep their AD locked down tight and have a firm grasp of whats going on inside
their AD environment in order to meet PCI, SOX and HIPAA compliance. As expected there's a viewer for perusing and viewing the layout
and various parts of the overall AD environment, as well as functionality allowing you to right-click and modify attributes while viewing from
the explorer interface. Official Site and Download: http://www. Download and Information: https://www. Our solution parses the raw logs,
converts them into readable audit records, and display them in the audit report. Active Directory (AD) is a powerful tool that absolutely any
admin would be hard pressed to live without in the usual network environments common in businesses! There's a lot to AD, though, and a
large amount of time can quickly be eaten up having to fight with setting up permissions, adjusting small settings or making other small
configurations that could be performed much easier, and faster, using a tool to streamline the process. com/ SpecOps Command utility allows
you to administrate Computers and Users within your network and run VBScripts or PowerShell scripts using Group Policy quickly and
ensure all feedback is received at the utility. . aspx?id=15058An awesome, free, and simple tool that allows for a much better ability for
making bulk changes in AD environments. Erik Blum is IT Manager for one of the fortune 500 companies and likes to share his experiences.
microsoft. They present the permissions in a Hierarchical layout to make it easy to see which permissions are granted to the specified
USER/GROUP. com/products/object-restore-for-active-directory/LepideAuditor Freeware overcomes the limitation of native auditing with
its next-generation auditing capabilities. microsoft. You can also use the same password for every account if needed as well. Clocking in
under $20 is a simple tool that provides an excellent and simple way to manage and handle group policy objects. com/products/free-windows-
active-directory-tools/free-active-directory-tools-index. Download & Information: http://www. Using SCOM to detect missing Active
Directory site. By default you can check for last logon date and then make a sort to see date of logons. Naturally there are a huge range of
tools available that offer a similarly huge range of functionality as far as AD management goes. Win the monthly 4sysops member prize for IT
pros PowerShell script to display information about Act. com/en-us/download/details. You can further export data to a CSV file and get
individual reports as necessary. co. com/products/free-windows-active-directory-tools/free-windows-active-directory-query-tool. com/en-
us/download/details. The web-interface is slick and easy to use and helps keep workflow and provisioning nice and easy. wisesoft. It supports
multi domains which is really great if you just acquired a company and began integrating domains. com/automate/automate/XIA Automation
server performs tasks including provisioning users into Active Directory, along with Groups and Directories, create Email Accounts as well in
exchange and setup your Active Directory structure if needed. Download and Information: http://maxpowersoft. microsoft. CSV File fully
automated! Features include what we've mentioned earlier along with managing folder and file share for Windows Accounts, Resetting active
directory passwords from Mobile device (iphone and android) and you can create your own custom plugins. Anyone in medical, financial, or
law enforcement fields working IT will be well aware of the sort of headache and regulatory hurdle these kinds of things can provide, and
having tools that let you quickly make sure things are as they should be can help a lot. manageengine. aspxThis tool is a bit unusual for this
list in that it's more geared to the users rather than admins, but still can be handy (or at least handy to have handy, so you can give it to your
users!) It simplifies the modification of Exchange groups by group managers without having to go exclusively through Outlook itself.
Download and Information: http://blog. It's essentially the same as the ADRestore tool, but is a GUI-version instead. AD Tidy is available in 2
versions, one is free, the other commercial. Official Site and Download: https://sysadminanywhere. manageengine. com/download. html As
the name of the software implies, this utility allows you to change passwords on Multiple/Bulk accounts at the same time using their
Password generator feature. AD Tidy is a very simple utility. com/Software/MSAGUI/Info. adaxes. Official Site and Download: http://www.
com/products/ad-manager/As the name implies this program is all about automation. com/en-us/download/details. sekchek. Download and
Information: http://cjwdev. ldapadministrator. Download and Information: http://www. Official Site and Download: https://www.
il/files/folders/guyt/entry40811. com/freetools/ad-bulk-image-editor. Download and Information: https://technet. Download and Information:
http://admodify. You can search ALL data from Schema, LDAP and Exchange mail-enabled objects within your AD. Simple and
quick!Download and Information: http://www. cjwdev. com/Most techs and admins are at least vaguely familiar with Power Shell, and it's
certainly more than powerful in a general sense as much as with AD specifically. Official Site and Download: http://www. Options include
Refresh Group Policy Remotely, use WSUS to confirm Updates Remotely, Remotely Wake-Up Computer using WOL (Wake-On Lan)
features and Remotely Shutdown/Restart PC. Additional features of this utility include enabling and disable active directory accounts in bulk,
as well as Unlocking them in bulk. The LDAP Administrator takes all the tricky syntax work out of dealing with LDAP and lets you simply
do what needs to get done. To give some idea of the scale of the changes – the old version was roughly 3000 lines of source code and this
new version is over 13000. codeplex. cjwdev. com/2009/08/18/recover-deleted-active-directory-objects-with-the-ad-recycle-bin-
powerpack/In keeping with the theme of making mistakes and needing to undo them, this is another program that allows you to restore items
that have been deleted, as long as they haven't been “deleted” deleted quite yet. It's niche and small in scope of what it does, but it
works!Download and Information: http://software. html Easily query Active Directory to get detailed information about users and objects
with Active Directory through this easy, GUI based utility. You can even create snapshots of AD to view offline if you would like to work off
a snapshot rather than AD live. microsoft. uk/Software/ADPermissionsReporter/Info. AdRestore enumerates all Tombstoned objects in  your
Domain and gives you the option to restore them individually as needed per your selections. com/account_lockout_examiner. According to
their website, this program has the ability to do all this from a . aspx?id=15058 Privilege Explorer is a utility that automates the process of
Active Directory file permissions by analyzing and reporting on permissions levels. It basically combines the necessary functionality of
several common Power Shell cmdlets into a single, graphically-driven interface that's simple to use when configuring and setting up MSAs.



Features include not only Active Directory user management, but Real Last Logon Time Reports, Bulk User management and Group &
Computer Management capabilities. html This LDAP Browser is lightweight tool that supports Read-Only of your LDAP infrastructure and
allows you to View, Browse, Search and Export information from LDAP. com/products/powerbroker-auditor-for-active-directory/ This little
utility helps you configure Managed Service Accounts using a easy GUI interface and without the need of Powershell or any PS commands.
aspx?id=10116 Netwrix Restore tool helps your recover and restore deleted Active Directory objects with 3 Steps – Identify the Day/Time
that you want to Restore back to – Select the Recovery/Rollback Source (either AD Tombstone or Netwrix Snapshot) – and Lastly choose
the Changes you want to Revert back. Official Site and Download: https://www. Official Site and Download: https://www. Download and
Information: https://www. You have the ability to restore AD Deleted objects and if necessary, revert back to previous time periods if you
made the wrong changes. html This topology mapper/diagram tool reads AD configurations and automatically Creates a Visio file of your AD
topology using LDAP and maps out your entire Active Directory and Exchange Server Topology automatically within a easy to read Visio
Diagram. uk/Software/ADReportingTool/Info. com/products/recovery-manager-for-active-directory/ SysadminAnywhere is a great Active
Directory Tool for Windows 10 that has a long list of features for AD Administration and Management. Download and Information:
http://www. microsoft. de/doc/download_apps_en. aspxMaxPowerSoft AD Reports Lite is a great tool, especially given that the ‘Lite' free
version is reasonably full featured, that provides simple and straightforward reporting on AD environments. co.
uk/software/passwordcontrol/bulk_password_control. Permissions AnalyzerThe Free Active Directory Permissions Analyzer tools gives you
the ability to view Permissions for a User/Group based for NTFS Files and Shared Folders. eu/products/active-directory-telephone-bookDo
you work better with Visual Graphic? Than this program is for you! This program allows filtering by a range of options and then will produce
a visual topological map of the AD structure for the relevant filter. Download and Information: http://www. A few simple clicks can pull
reports on almost any facet of your AD environment as well as provide filters and other options to break down the information into more
manageable sized bites. Official Site and Download: https://docs. It grabs all the data you could desire from a given user or computer and
pulls it all into an excellently readable format. htmlThis program is a cloud-based solution for general AD oversight and monitoring. cjwdev.
The AD Replication Status tool is simple but it provides feedback on any errors with replication so you can spend a lot less time digging
around for what went wrong and just jump right to the fix!Download and Information: http://www. co. Having to deal with users who locked
themselves out or passwords with locked out credentials can really be a bit of a waste of time, and having a tool to quickly take care of it for
you can really add up! This program accesses lockout status and can easily unlock from a simple interface. microsoft. If you are looking for
an alternative, you can check Lepide AD cleaner Bio Twitter Facebook Google+ LinkedIn Latest Posts ITSMDaily. com/en-
us/library/bb978526. co. com/2009/06/22/tombsone-reanimation-using-adrestore-exe-and-adrestore-net/ Direct Download:  http://blogs.
Export your query results to CSV and query any domain you have access to. com/en-us/download/details. No problem. Some of them
perform simple tasks such as adding or removing users, groups, or OUs, changing accounts available on a computer, puling reports for last
user login activity, querying AD, performing LDAP tasks, compiling DNS reports, adjusting policy for passwords or other environment
preferences, resetting passwords and expiration management, configure and manage attached devices to the network, and so much more.
aspx?id=30005 AD permissions reporter is used for extracting all permissions from within your domain for every object. microsoft.
sysoptools. Some features include Resetting Users password, Add/Edit/Delete Objects in AD, Add Photos, Restart/Shutdown Computers
remotely in AD, Check for Updates and Monitoring Hardware and Computers (CPU, Drive, Memory, HTTP, ping, Services, Events).
microsoft. You can filter based on account name, description, group membership, expiration date, last logon time, DNS record timestamp,
LDAP attribute, and more. com/en-us/download/details. uk/Software/GroupMan/Info. co. com/en-us/download/details. Download and
Information: https://technet. aspx?id=10116Yet another handy and excellent tool by CJW, who you may notice has written a plethora of nice
AD tools. Official Site and Download: https://admodify. Clean up AD Users and Computers with AD Tidy – the easy way. A program by
HelpSystems, AutoMate gives a strong graphical front end for performing a range of automation without a great deal of needed know-how as
far as code goes. html Active Directory Replication Status utility is a tool that helps your analyze the Replication of Domain Controllers in
your network to ensure that replication is actually replicating. Alarms can be triggered, password inactivity can be tracked, compliance
reports can be pulled. Official Site and Download: https://docs. beyondtrust. quest. Download and Information: https://www. This a Great
tool for Figuring out what permissions are granted where. The ability to make sweeping changes quickly and efficiently is somewhat limited
normally when handling AD, which makes this sort of tool all the more of a huge time saver. wisesoft. se/p/dsct. aspx?id=13380
ManageEngine offers several Great utilities for managing Active Directory – including the following tools that can be found at the URL
below: AD Query Tool, CSV Generator (generate a csv file from any AD Attributes), Last Logon Reporter, Active Directory Replication
Manager and Many more! Check out their Full list of tools at the link below. Download and Information: http://www.
com/Software/ADPermissionsReporter/Info. Download and Information: http://www. htmlA small and simple utility by Microsoft that gives
some basic functions for account management. Microsoft ADRestore. com/en-us/download/details. Latest posts by Erik Blum (see all) We've
compiled a MASSIVE List of the Best (and Free) Active Directory Tools for Windows admins that will help with any of your Auditing,
Reporting and Management needs. You additional configuration is required, the utility will automatically detect which groups you are a
Manager of and allow you to make changes as necessary. sysoptools. Grab One today and have a good at it!This tools is great for Scanning
active directory for Users and Computers, Removing Inactive Users/Computers within AD and Creating users via CSV file in BULK! This
software also gives you the ability to see “Last Login Time” for users and has a great interface for viewing them too. Why would you clean
up AD users and computers from time to time? It’s because HR may not provide the latest info on active employee list. However, once you
have found accounts that match your specified criteria you can also then use AD Tidy to clean up those accounts by performing any of the
following actions: Disable, Move, Delete, Delete Home Drive, Add To Group, Remove From Group, Remove From All Groups, Run External
Script, Set Expiry Date, Clear LDAP Attribute Value, Set Random Password, Hide From Exchange Address List, Set Description, and more.
networkautomation. Let’s start with the basics. A huge range of functionality and automation is possible for even the code novice and it
works beautifully with a range of systems and environments. uk/software/passwordcontrol/bulk_password_control. com/download/en/details.
html AD info tool comes with 190 different pre-built reports that allows you to query a large number of attributes including Users,
Computers, Contacts, Organization Units, GPO's, Printers and more! One of the benefits of this is you can run this program without Domain
Admin privileges. com/ad-query/A very handy little tool which can pull the image for users from Outlook and associate them to the relevant
individuals in AD with some ability to also edit/remove those same images in the AD environment. Download and Information: http://www.
com/en-us/download/details. aspx?id=18465Part of the same suite as LockoutStatus, and also by Microsoft, this tool is a little more robust
and does a bit more by functioning as a DLL which can be added to add new fields to account properties while also providing some functions
for checking Domain policies and view several password related statistics. Ad Tidy - ActionsYou can also combine these actions into an
Action Sequence, to make it easier to perform multiple actions at the same time whenever you want. com/netwrix_inactive_user_tracker. In
larger domains especially it can be very easy to have dozens of users that haven't logged in for months or years that just never got cleaned up
or removed. There are many more features that have been introduced in this new version and hopefully the free edition will continue to help
a lot of people out. Download and Information: http://www. Download and Information: http://www. Download and Information:



https://anturis. htm This Health Scanner from Microsoft is specifically targeted towards Admins and Engineers who want to get an Overview
of their current Active Directory Health by scanning it for Problems and inconsistencies. netwrix. Download NowThis program is all about, as
the name implies, LDAP. codeplex. com/products/powerbroker-privilege-explorer-for-active-directory-and-file-systems/ Netwrix Account
Lockout Examiner does just what it says in the name – It is a Freeware utility that alerts IT personnel when an account has been locked out
of Active Directory and allows you to unlock the account from within the GUI of the tool or your mobile device quickly. NET is a GUI
version of the ADRestore command line utility. htmlA handy tool distributed by Microsoft, this program is an excellent option for quickly
scanning your AD environment for many common headaches and conflicts in a range of areas so as to help be sure your AD is setup and
configured just right. com/active-directory-monitoring/While not technically free this one has a free option and, frankly, is so cheap that it
may as well be free for what it does. One of the Commercial advantages is that you can automate tasks, for example, you want that all
accounts that were not logged on for 90 days are disabled and moved to container but accounts that have not been logged on to for 200 days
get deleted. co. cjwdev. com/ad-query/ Recovery Manager for AD from Quest gives you the ability to recover any objects from AD without
having to restart the Domain Controller. Now it has been completely re-written from scratch to provide a more modern GUI and a large
amount of new features. Official Site and Download: https://specopssoft. Is there a way to celan up AD Users and Computers easier? Yes,
most certainly it is. Download and Information: http://www. cjwdev. netwrix. Official Site and Download: http://www. Official Site and
Download: http://www. Official Site and Download: https://www. Download and Information: https://software. wordpress. Official Site and
Download: https://www. Official Site and Download: https://www. com/A handy little tool that provides the ability to un-delete objects that
can prove to be a handy rescue when there's an accidental click or a deletion is flagged prematurely. AD TidyLike most Cjwdev tools, the
new version comes in two editions: a free edition and a standard edition. lepide. dell. It also uses a little trick which can save you some time,
you can ping test to see if computer is turned on and even DNS record time stamp check. . Download and Information: http://www. It pushes
queries and then displays the results in an intuitive fashion – not much to it, but it does what it needs to do!Download and Information:
https://www. It continuously audits the configuration changes made to Active Directory, Exchange Server, and Group Policy. . cjwdev.
ldapadministrator. Official Site and Download: http://www. com/product/specops-command/ AD Photo Edit allows you to import and Upload
images to an AD attribute that Outlook 2010 Displays, as well as Lync and Sharepoint. html This tool allows a user that is assigned as a
Manager of a group to manage members and settings of that given group including adding and removing other users and exporting group
member to a CSV file. html Use this free tool to clean up your Active Directory domain by identifying unused user and computer accounts
This application will search your Active Directory domain for user/computer accounts that match your search criteria, then you can perform
a number of actions on the accounts that were found - such as moving them to another OU, disabling them, or removing them from all groups.
Many of the tools below have very basic and limited functionality, as some, if not all, Are Completely FREE! Yes, you won't need to buy a
majority of the software below unless you want some premium features that some of them require payment for, but they work nonetheless
without Upgrading. Free trial available on website. com/Software/ADPhotoEdit/Info. It can also convert between ADM/ADMX as necessary!
If you don't want to spend a lot of time fussing with XML and reading up on ADMX, this is a must-have tool for you. html . cjwdev. co. AD
is a true powerhouse for management when it comes to handling and organizing a network environment and there's few situations where
having it would not provide some benefit at least! Even just for smaller environments using AD can save a lot of time and headache when
configuring or adjusting systems, and it makes adding or adjusting users an absolute dream. tools4net. Official Site and Download:
https://www. an excellent option for general compliance checks! Free Trial for 20 Days to give it a test drive. UI is simple and modern, your
eyes won’t get hurt looking at the app. com is great for Instantly recovering deleted objects in Windows Server 2007 or Windows Server
2008 Active directory environment without having to Reboot the system. Official Site and Download: https://www. It also provides
functionality to pull queries from across forests, a remarkably useful function at times. microsoft. uk/Software/ADTidy/Info. You must be a
member of the Domain Admins group to run this utility. cjwdev. lepide. This tool now distributed by Dell. html This tool also does exactly
what it says – automates that process of finding and locking down Stale or Inactive accounts in ADUC and helps you mitigate any risk of
those accounts becoming compromised and being used for malicious activities. NET Specops Software Command CjWDev AD Photo Edit
CjWDev AD Info SysOpsTools AD Query Quest Recovery Manager for Active Directory SysAdmin & SysAdmin Anywhere BeyondTrust
PowerBroker Auditor CjWDev Managed Service Accounts GUI Microsoft Active Directory Topology Diagrammer ManageEngine Active
Directory Tools CjWDEV Group Manager Softerra Browser for LDAP Microsoft IT Environment Health Scanner NetWrix Restore AD
Users, Groups and More. Free version allows you to view existing images for Users and Contacts in active directory, Export Images, Remove
Existing Images, Upload New images, Rotate/Resize/Adjust Quality of Images and much more. The program can also take snapshots – they
can't serve as backups but can still be helpful in the right situation. co. So if your standard procedure for old accounts is to disable them, reset
their password, and move them to a specific OU – you can easily build an Action Sequence to do that and then performing it is as simple as
selecting the accounts in AD Tidy and right clicking on them and selecting your action sequence. aspxAn excellent program which leverages
the snapshot feature of certain versions of Windows Server in order to provide yourself some excellent back-up and restore type options from
a graphical interface, rather than having to user the cumbersome command prompt method
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